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**Opinion**

Australian judges way too soft, and slow, on crime

by [MARK FURLER](#)
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**News**

Soft sentencing makes Victoria's law an ass

Miranda Devine, Sunday Herald Sun

December 11, 2011 12:00am
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**Bite a cop, walk free**

Courts let another thug loose

---

**Federal ministers fail to apologise for attack on 'hard-left' judges**

Greg Hunt, Alan Tudge and Michael Sukkar were not in court in Melbourne to explain their comments about justices ‘divorced from reality’
“Judges Too Lenient”
The Daily Telegraph
Saturday, 31 January 1914
Sisyphus carrying out his ‘Sisyphean’ punishment

Sisyphys – Titian
Prometheus gifting fire to man

Mural on Gisborne & Albert Streets, East Melbourne

The Story of Fire
Nemesis prepares to inflict justice on a fleeing assassin

Nemesis – Rethel
Echo and Narcissus
—Waterhouse
Man mauled to death while trying to take selfie with bear (WARNING: GRAPHIC CONTENT)

By MEGAN CERULLO  |  NEW YORK DAILY NEWS  |  MAY 03, 2018  |  8:33 PM

Instagram warning after tourist taking photos plunges to his death at The Gap in Albany

By Briana Sheehed
Updated 19 May 2018, 11:54am
The Wrath of Achilles — Drolling
Ancient Greek Sculpture of Achilles

Brad Pitt in *Troy*
Achilles Slays Hector – Rubens
Apollo, Athena and Orestes v The Erinyes
Draco the Lawmaker

Draco’s Code
Antigone guides her blind and exiled father, Oedipus

*Oedipus and Antigone* – Brodowski
Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri (2017 film)
Protests against the sentence of Brock Turner at the Stanford University graduation day
'Brutal process of torture': Murderer Graham Dillon sentenced to 41 years' jail

“No sentence that could have been handed down today against this vicious and cowardly predator could ever give me satisfaction.”

Rachel Jones, 4 June 2018
Actresses accompanied by activists wear black on the 2018 Golden Globes red carpet to protest sexual harassment in Hollywood as part of the #metoo campaign.